Scale-Dependent Light Scattering Analysis of Textured Structures on LED Light Extraction Enhancement Using Hybrid Full-Wave Finite-Difference Time-Domain and Ray-Tracing Methods
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Abstract: A multiscale model that enables quantitative understanding and prediction of the size effect on scattering properties of micro- and nanostructures is crucial for the design of LED surface textures optimized for high light extraction efficiency (LEE). In this paper, a hybrid process for combining full-wave finite-difference time-domain simulation and a ray-tracing technique based on a bidirectional scattering distribution function model is proposed. We apply this method to study the influence of different pattern sizes of a patterned sapphire substrate on GaN-based LED light extraction from the microscale to the nanoscale. The results show that near-wavelength–scaled patterns with strong diffraction are not expected to enhance LEE. By contrast, microscaled patterns with optical diffusion behavior have the highest LEE at a specific aspect ratio, and subwavelength-scaled patterns that have antireflection properties show marked enhancement of LEE for a wide range of aspect ratios.
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1. Introduction

Much research over the past 10 years has focused on how to improve luminous efficacy in the field of LED solid-state lighting. Among the research, light extraction efficiency (LEE) has played an important role in the development of highly efficient LEDs [1,2]. Generally, the LEE of a typical LED is low mainly because of the large refractive index difference between the LED material and the surrounding environment. Most of the photons are completely internally reflected and are thus trapped inside the LED. Therefore, to substantially enhance the LEE of the LED, various textured structures have been proposed to avoid the occurrence of total internal reflection, including rough surfaces, patterned substrates, diffraction gratings, and photonic crystals. Experiments have proven that these textured structures can enhance the LEE, and that they all appear to function in the same manner by using light scattering effects to increase the probability of photon escape [3–9]. However, because most of the research is conducted using trial and error in the manufacturing process, it is not easy to obtain the optimal structural parameters; nor is it possible to further understand the impact of the light scattering factor on the LEE. A set of fast and precise optical models for analyzing the LEE would enable the results of the experiments to be analyzed through optical simulations and then used in the manufacture of devices, reducing unnecessary trial and error and cost while increasing timeliness.

The Monte Carlo ray-tracing method is a widely used numerical scheme for simulating and designing optical and illumination systems. The method has also successfully been applied to the
analysis of the LEE of LEDs with different light extraction structures [10,11]. In 1974, Joyce et al. [12] presented the concept of the “random particle” to analyze the LEE of LEDs. In 1995, Ting and McGill [13] used the Monte Carlo ray-tracing method to simulate the properties of the light source of the LED based on the randomness of the photons. The advantage of this method is that it can effectively simulate the light-emission behavior of the spontaneous emission of photons in the active region of the LED. With the ray-tracing algorithm, the trajectory of each photon inside the LED is calculated and the LEE of the LED is analyzed. However, because the simulated textured structures’ dimensions are smaller than the simulated wavelength of light, the effects of diffraction and electromagnetic wave propagation cannot be neglected and the ray-tracing method has difficulty representing them. Thus, some literature has suggested the use of a rigorous coupled wave analysis (RCWA) or finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to simulate the impact of the wavelength- and subwavelength-scale structures on the LEE of LEDs [14–16].

While successful in many applications of LED light extraction, these wave-based methods also exhibit limitations, especially in simulating the multiple reflection of the light inside the LED. Moreover, to greatly reduce the computing time, because the simulation domain is limited to a small 3D range or a 2D domain, it ignores the impact of the boundary or skew ray effect on the LEE [17,18]. Additionally, a complex and lengthy modeling process simulating the random properties of emitted photons is required for the behavior of spontaneous emission to be represented by the RCWA or FDTD methods [19]. There has so far been no universal method that can resolve all textured structures from the nanoscale to the microscale, making it impossible to compare studies with different simulation methods to determine which scale (e.g., size, spacing, height) of textured structures is the most suitable for analyzing LEE.

To overcome the limitations of the ray-based and wave-based methods, we combine characteristics of the two in a simple but effective simulation process for conducting analysis on LED light extraction, and refer to this method as the “hybrid approach.” Using the hybrid approach, we are able to successfully resolve the issue of the ray-tracing approach being unable to simulate the nanoscale structure, while also avoiding the restriction of the full-wave method of not being able to consider the overall LEE.

2. Preliminary Study

Previously, we measured the scattering light for two textured structures on sapphire substrates of different dimensions. As shown in Fig. 1, these two textured structures are known as “patterned sapphire substrates” (PSSs). Their distribution is in a periodic hexagonal arrangement. The structure in Figure 1(a) is created using inductively coupled plasma dry etching. This structure is hemispherical, with a bottom width of 2.5 μm and a height of 1.5 μm. The distance between the two centers is 3.0 μm (i.e., the shortest distance between the structures is 0.5 μm). The structure in Figure 1(b) is also created with dry etching, and its shape is similar to that of a bullet. The bottom width is 0.9 μm, the height is 1.5 μm, and the distance between the two centers is 1.0 μm (i.e., the shortest distance between the structures is 0.1 μm).

Figure 1. Two different scale PSS structures (scanning electron microscopy).
Figure 2 shows the forward and backward light scattering patterns for blue light of a 450 nm wavelength incident at 30° from the structure surface (the other surface is polished). An IS-SATM (Radiant Vision Systems, Redmond, WA, USA) was used for the measurement. The figure shows that the PSS structure has strong diffraction for light of either forward transmission or backward reflection, and the diffraction angles of the light for the PSS structure are different to a certain extent. We further measured the total transmittance and reflectivity of incident light at different angles, with the results shown in Figure 3. Different diffraction characteristics appear to cause large changes in the transmittance and reflectivity of the light. For the first PSS structure, when the angle of the incident light is larger, the transmittance drops and the reflectivity increases, and the transmittance (30%) is poorest when the angle of the incident light is at 60°. For the second PSS structure, when the incident angle is less than 30°, the transmittance and reflectance follow the same trends as those of the first PSS, although for incident light greater than 30°, the transmittance and reflectance fall within the range of 45% and 55%.

Figure 2. Forward and backward light scattering patterns for a light incident at 30° from the structure surface: (a) PSS 1 and (b) PSS 2.

Figure 3. Total transmittance and reflectivity of incident light at different incident angles: (a) PSS 1 and (b) PSS 2.
Which light distribution related to the scattering or diffraction of the light caused by these textured structures would more greatly benefit LED light extraction? What phenomenon is caused by the structures of the various dimensions of the microstructure, submicron structure, or nanostructure? [20–22] These are the main focuses of this paper. We hope to clarify and present solutions these questions with the establishment of the hybrid simulation approach.

3. Simulation Method

To investigate the influence of the multiscale textured structures on LED light extraction performance, we use a GaN-based flip-chip LED with a PSS as an example. The LED structure used for the simulation consists of a highly reflective backside mirror, LED epitaxial layers (P-GaN/MQW/N-GaN), and a two-dimensional pyramid-textured PSS with a periodic array structure, as shown in Figure 4. The pyramid structure has a square base with a size of 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, or 4 μm, which ranges from the nano- to the microscale. The arrangement is a compact square array and the array pitch is equal to the size of the pyramid structure. Moreover, to unify the parameters of the geometry of textured structures with any scale, we use the aspect ratio, which is defined as the ratio of structure height to structure width. Because the base of the structure is fixed, the structure depth and tile angle can be determined simultaneously. The range of the aspect ratio in the simulation is set from 0.1 to 3.0, which means that the scale of the structure depth from micro to nano is also considered.

![Figure 4. Structure of the nitride-based blue LED with a PSS in the simulation.](image)

There are three main steps to combining the FDTD and ray-tracing methods to simulate the LEE of the LED, as follows: First, the full-wave FDTD simulation is used for the computation and collection of the bidirectional light scattering field (BLSF) data when the light strikes the region surrounding the textured structure. Then, we require an equivalent light-scattering model to replace the real textured structure built into the LED geometry and luminosity model. Finally, through Monte Carlo ray tracing, the LEE can be determined exactly for either the micro- or nanoscale textured structure. Accordingly, establishing a suitable and accurate BLSF as a link between these two analytic methods is critical.

In the FDTD part of the simulation procedure, the BLSF of textured structures between the sapphire and n-GaN layer is simulated in detail. This can be achieved by solving the incident plane-wave scattering from the structure surface with the wavelength, the propagation direction, and the state of polarization individually. In this paper, the free-space emission wavelength is assumed to be $\lambda = 450$ nm, and the propagation direction is specified by the polar angles $\theta$ and the azimuth angle $\phi$. To accurately describe the scattering behavior of the textured structure, it is therefore necessary to correctly quantify its response for all plane-wave propagation directions. In this paper, because we
consider the case of a periodic pyramid structure with square symmetry, the polar angles can be set only in the interval $\theta_\text{i} = [0,90^\circ]$ and the azimuth angle is considered only at $\varphi_\text{i} = 0$ and $\varphi_\text{i} = 45^\circ$ for both TE and TM polarizations. For simplicity, the scattering data are averaged over two azimuth angles and two polarizations with respect to the polar angle, and therefore an isotropic BLSF, which depends on the incident polar angle and on the scattering angles $(\theta_s, \varphi_s)$, is obtained. We tested the simplified procedure through simulations and determined that different azimuth angles have only a negligible impact on the calculations of LEE if the periodic structure is highly symmetrical. Furthermore, in the case of an LED with a PSS, two BLSFs are required to fully characterize the interaction of light with the structure surface. This is because the emitted light from multiple quantum wells in general is incident from the front side of the N-GaN layer on the structure surface, although some light may be reflected to the structure surface on the sapphire backside resulting from total internal reflection on the other interface. Therefore, the two BLSFs represent bidirectional transmission and reflection in two opposite orientations, which are front transmission (FT), front reflection (FR), back transmission (BT), and back reflection (BR), as shown in Figure 5. According to the preceding explanation, the total number of BLSF data in FDTD plane-wave simulations for each textured structure is $91 \times 2 \times 2 = 728$.

![Figure 5. Bidirectional transmission (FT, BT) and reflection (FR, BR) in two opposite orientations.](image)

Figure 6 shows that the light wave propagates from N-GaN to sapphire in the FDTD computational domain. The Bloch periodic boundary condition is applied to all four sides normal to the plane of the structure surface, and the perfectly matched layer absorbing boundary is assumed at the top and bottom planes. As expected, the near-field scattered light of the reflection and transmission at a distance 1.0–1.5$\lambda$ from the structure surface is recorded by detectors of FT and FR, respectively. The other two detectors, monitoring BT and BR, perform the same task but with different input orientations. Then, the near-to-far-field transformation is applied to obtain the light scattering angular distribution in the far-field region. This transformation has been routinely used in the FDTD method for calculating electromagnetic field far from the computational domain boundary [23]. The numerical simulation software FDTD Solutions (Lumerical, Vancouver, BC, Canada) was employed to collect information on the simulated far-field scattering for transmission and reflection under different input conditions.

![Figure 6. Illustration of the FDTD computational domain.](image)
After finishing FDTD simulation, we require a universal scatter model that most accurately describes the wide range of surface scattering properties for accelerating ray-tracing simulation. To address this concern, we use the bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) with tabular data, rather than the analytic function, which is applicable to diffraction patterns from a nanostructured surface. “BSDF” is a general term that includes both bidirectional transmittance functions and bidirectional reflectance functions. In the simplest terms, the BSDF is the ratio of luminance in a specific direction to the illuminance from a specific direction. The following equation defines the BSDF as a function of both incoming illuminance $E_i$ per incidence angle and outgoing luminance $L_s$ per outgoing angle [24],

$$BSDF(\theta_i, \varphi_i, \theta_o, \varphi_o) = \frac{L_s(\theta_o, \varphi_o)}{E_i(\theta_i, \varphi_i)}$$ (1)

The tabular BSDF model for each structure surface consists of four matrices that convert a scattering Poynting vector intensity distribution to scalar 3D isotropic BSDF data. Each matrix has data for 91 polar and 361 azimuth angles of the outgoing light direction for 91 incident light directions; therefore, the total number of data for a structure surface is $4 \times 91 \times 91 \times 361 = 11,957,764$. Hence, for comparison with general BSDF measurement, the present BSDF generation method from FDTD simulation can easily provide a dense and accurate sampling of the BSDF data for samples with differently scaled textured structures.

Finally, three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulation was performed using LightTools software (Synopsys, Mountain View, CA, USA) to study the impact of structure texturing on LED light extraction. The chip size used in the simulation was $40 \times 40$ mil$^2$. The refractive index, absorption coefficient, and other material parameters are described in Fig. 4. Only the textured structure is replaced with that of the four equivalent BSDF models. Using the Monte Carlo method, the distribution and direction of light rays are generated randomly within the active region. In general, for each ray, the trajectory and energy are determined by Snell’s law, Fresnel reflection, and material absorption. However, when a ray impinges on the interface of the virtual structure surface, the ray is split into more rays, including reflected scattered rays and transmitted scattered rays, represented by ray data within the BRDF model, as shown in Figure 7. Accordingly, whether the textured structure is in the micro- or nanoscale range, the LEE of the LED can be effectively evaluated and analyzed using the hybrid method.

![Figure 7. Schematic of the diffraction BSDF model for ray-tracing simulation.](image)

4. Results and Discussion

Based on the FDTD method, the light scattering far-field angular distribution of FT and FR resulting from the interaction of textured structures of various scales when the aspect ratio is equal to 1 at different incident angles is shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively. Similarly, the simulation
results for the behavior of BT and BR have the same variation trend. The figure illustrates that the main difference between various scattering effects lies in the fraction of the emission wavelength (450 nm) at different structure sizes. The feature size of the textured structure set in the simulation covers a wavelength scale range of 0.2\(\lambda\) to 9\(\lambda\). For 9\(\lambda\), a structure that is microscale, we observe that the optical diffusion effect of the reflected field is stronger than that of the transmitted field. When the structure size is reduced to the near-wavelength scales 1\(\lambda\) and 2\(\lambda\), for both the transmitted and reflected fields, the diffraction grating effect becomes dominant and therefore the light scattering can no longer be described by the refraction process. If we further refine the structure size to the subwavelength scale (i.e., 0.2\(\lambda\)), the wide-angle antireflection, also called transparent-enhancement, effect is observed [25]. Therefore, we must further determine what the optimum light scattering effect for LEE is, and what the optimum structure parameters are for the highest LEE.

![Figure 8](image1.png)

**Figure 8.** Light scattering far-field angular distribution of FT (both images are in logarithmic scale for false color intensity plot).

![Figure 9](image2.png)

**Figure 9.** Light scattering far-field angular distribution of FR (both images are in logarithmic scale for the intensity of the false color plot).
Figure 10 depicts a plot of the calculated LEE of the bare LED chip as a function of the aspect ratio for different structure sizes. For the 9\(\lambda\) microscale structure, the results show that the LEE has a strong dependence on changes in aspect ratio. As the aspect ratio increases from 0 to 1, the LEE increases, and the LEE reaches a maximum when the aspect ratio approaches unity. When the aspect ratio is greater than unity, the LEE begins to decline. When the textured structure size is 1–2 times the wavelength scale (i.e., 1\(\lambda\) and 2\(\lambda\)), the LEE trend for the different aspect ratios is similar to that of the preceding case for the 9\(\lambda\) microscale structure. However, for these near-wavelength structures, their overall LEE is lower than that of the microscale structure, especially when the structure size is close to the emission wavelength. These observations reveal that the LEE is suppressed in the presence of a strong diffraction effect, which can substantially restrain the LEE enhancement from the near-wavelength structures. For the 0.2\(\lambda\) subwavelength structure, the LEE shows less dependence on the aspect ratio of the structure, and the LEE is effectively increased because of the antireflection in the wide-angle range; this causes the light extraction enhancement revealed by our simulation results. Comparing the structure scales in the micro to nano range indicates that a nanotextured structure has the highest LEE in a bare chip.

![Graph showing LEE vs. Aspect Ratio](image)

**Figure 10.** Calculated LEE of the bare LED chip (i.e., the environment is set to air, \(n = 1\)).

Next, the LEE of a packaged LED was analyzed, with the results shown in Figure 11. The figure reveals that the LEE trend of the packaged LED is similar to that of a bare chip, and the overall LEE of all the textured structures was enhanced because of the change in the refractive index. As for the bare chip, the near-wavelength structures have the lowest LEE, and the subwavelength structure maintains a higher LEE at all aspect ratios. However, the LEE of the microscale structure is higher than that of the near-wavelength structures when the aspect ratio is between 0.3 and 1.4. From [26,27], we can infer that the microscale structure results in the backward scattering of light. The scattered light that is reflected back changes the path, thus increasing the likelihood of the light to enter the light emission cone, especially in packaged LEDs. That is, if the light cannot be emitted the first time, there is still a chance that the reflected light can be extracted after it changes course and is reflected again at the bottom. Such cycles facilitate achieving high LEE. This means that the reflectivity of the bottom of the LED is key to the enhancement of the LEE.
To verify the accuracy of our proposed method, we use a pure ray-tracing method to simulate a 9λ microscale structure for comparison. The usefulness of the ray-tracing method at the microscale has already been proved in many studies as described above. As shown in Figure 12, according to the simulation results, both methods have the same trend, partially demonstrating the feasibility of our proposed method as a multiscale structure simulation technique.

Figure 11. Calculated LEE of the packaged LED (i.e., the environment is set to silicone, n = 1.5).

Figure 12. Hybrid vs. pure ray-tracing method for microscale structure: (a) bare LED chip and (b) packaged LED.

5. Conclusion

The FDTD and ray-tracing methods were combined using the BSDF model to analyze the LEE for GaN-based flip-chip LEDs with a PSS using a pyramid-textured structure ranging from the micro- to the nanoscale. This method enables comparing and evaluating the LED light extraction mechanism across all scales of the textured structure. The results indicate that the light scattering properties caused by differently textured structure sizes are critical for optimizing the LEE. Marked enhancement of the LEE is observed using microscale or subwavelength scale structures, with the subwavelength structure showing more enhancement than the microscale structure for a wide range of aspect ratios. However, the near-wavelength structures, which generated strong diffraction...
effects, should be avoided, because they cannot improve LEE effectively. Further optimization work may be performed using this hybrid method to enhance LEE by simultaneously analyzing more multiscale textured structures with various shapes, thicknesses, and pitches.
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